Confidex Smart Industries

Industry 4.0 • IoT • Smart Manufacturing • RFID & NFC

DATA TO KNOWLEDGE – CONFIDEX ENABLES INDUSTRIAL DIGITALIZATION

Confidex is the world’s leading manufacturer of high-performing contactless smart tickets, modular RFID and NFC tags and specialty labels – the key enablers for short-range wireless IoT solutions that make industrial supply chains, transactions, asset tracking and authentication of goods more efficient and secure.

OVER A DECADE IN IOT

With strong combination of tag design competence, RF engineering, customization and manufacturing experience, our products and solutions serve demanding operating environments, like automotive industry, logistics and public transport. Since 2005 Confidex has become the trusted partner for system integrators and end users of INDUSTRY 4.0 technologies throughout the world.

LOCAL PRESENCE WITH GLOBAL PARTNER NETWORK

With our global network of partners we serve customers representing a broad range of industries in Europe, Americas, Middle-East and Asia Pacific. Among our partners and customers we are known from our passion to excel.

Join our satisfied customers!
We have delivered more than 660 Million RFID products worldwide, like Smart Manufacturing tags for Volvo Cars, logistics visibility with RFID tags for CHEP Pallecon Solutions, Glasgow Park&Ride Pass and Amsterdam City Card.

www.confidex.com